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Skyrim negotiation guide neutral

In: Skyrim: Quest, Skyrim: Main Quest English Editing Shares Both Leadership of the Civil War, as well as Blade, Dragon Bone, and Greybeard. Sky Haven Templehigh Ross they are not tired of the war yet. Stay away from it. Do you know the ancient Norfolk words about war? Endless seasons... So it proved. —Arngeir [src] Season Unending is a quest that can be used in Elder
Scrolls V: Skyrim. Despite warnings about dragons, Jarl of Whiterun says he can't help trying to defeat it unless the Civil War is stopped. Only Greybeard is in a position to hold a peace council. Background [Edit ] Editorial Source: Whiterun's Giles doesn't help you catch dragons if the civil war is intense. If we can hold the Peace Council, we can persuade the Empire and the
Stormcloak to agree to the armistice agreement to defeat Aldoin, a threat to both sides of the civil war. Goal [Editing Source] Walk-through [Editing Source] Dragonbone should talk to Faadernacs, Arberg or Esbern. Anyone who has chosen will say that they should talk with Jarl of Whiterun to persuade them to use Dragonreach, which was originally designed to capture the dragon
and attach it to the house. Whiterun's Jarl [editorial source] Dragonbourne wants to enlist the help of Zaul Balgoff. However, Giles will say that he cannot try to catch the dragon while Whiterun is under threat of attack. He said that if a peace agreement could be reached between the Empire and Stormcloke, it would help to capture and capture the dragon. Jarl will suggest sit down
with Greebeard because General Tullius and Wolfe-Ique Stormclok are very respectful of them. If Dragonbone has already completed a Civil War quest and completed the Civil War in Skyrim, or if at least one side has sought a quest line to control eight of the nine holds, this quest is automatically bypassed. Whether Whiterun is under The Balgloop or Vignar Grey-Gall, Giles
agrees to catch Odabying without talking to Greybeard, and the main quest line will continue. Dragonbourne will talk to Gryllard, who agrees to help negotiate a ceasefire. Arnaire suggests an invitation for Dragonbourne to speak to General Tullius and General Wolfrick Stormclok and meet Withebeard to discuss Skyrim's future. If Dragonbourne hasn't chosen one side of the Civil
War quest line yet, the first conversation with General Tulius and General Wolfrick doesn't have the option to talk about peace. Instead, after mentioning Helgen, each dragon bon assumes he wants to join his side. Each person guides them to their assistants (Regate Rickke or Galmar) And in most cases they end the conversation. When you approach each person for the second
time, you'll see an option to tell them about the greybeard and the conference. After speaking to both parties, return to Arvers and talk to him before the meeting begins. However, Delphine and Esbern will take a tough stance on the conference's position on behalf of Blades. Arnegeir initially refused, but is ultimately persuaded to join them. At the start of the Peace Treaty [Edited]
Peace Conference, Dragonbone offers a variety of options related to the aspects taken on the Civil War quest line. Negotiation 1: As soon as the negotiations began, Wolfrick told Ellenwen, who is participating in the congress, that hair loss had nothing to do with Skyrim's politics. Tullius or Wolferick will ask what Dragon Vaughn thinks: agree with Tullius and keep Ellenwen in the
meeting. Agree with Wolferick and eject Ellenwen from the meeting. The selection was calculated as 'score' on the side that Dragonbone agrees. If the disappointing side is not preferred in the next round, they may threaten to leave the negotiations based on Dragon Vaughn's position in the Civil War. They will never do it, but at least they will feel they are being treated unfairly.
Negotiation 2: Marcart or Rifsen [editing source] the following items are to give up the main hold. If Dragonbone were on the side of Stormcloke, General Tulius would demand that Liften be handed over to the Empire. Otherwise (if you are either sided with the Empire or have not yet been chosen), Wolfrick will demand that Marcart surrender to Stormcloks. The reaction of the
opposing forces depends on the state of the Civil War: the factions that control Marcares or Rifsen ask Dragon Vaughn what they believe is a fair trade for the city. The answer is one of three choices: the exchange of major hold that the opposition has. The main hold is the wall one in his capital. For this quest, you can only trade rich and crack. Whiterun is implicitly excluded
because it is neutral and is not part of any deal. The main goal of the truce is to agree to stop hostilities against this hold by the side that does not currently control the White Run. There is an exchange of minor hold of the opposition. This is a city where the capital has no walls. Examples: Zaalmachi, Polcreas, Winterhold or Pale. Selected from the Civil War quest line (not
available if there are no selected faces yet). Councils go together no matter which choice they make. It would be unfortunate if the side that controls Marcart or Rifsen were negotiated for a minor hold. Negotiation 3/NA (via console command): If there is a console command [original edit] with little hold To fulfill the mission when Stormcloke or the Empire had only capital, the other
side would reduce their demand to a minor hold. Here is the choice of surrendering a small hold to Dragon Empire or Storm Cloak. There is no difference other than the last speech. If a minor hold is actually abandoned, Tulius tells Dragonbone of his displeasure. He won't use that speech if it is maintained. Stormcloke will trade either way. Negotiation 4: Concession [Edit ] Edit
source] Now is the time to request additional concessions from less preferred factions (and therefore defeat the negotiations). For each request, Dragon Bone can choose whether or not to accept the concession. If Dragonbone continues to prefer one side, the other will eventually act for greater benefit and in any case will agree to the terms. Once the Conclusion [Edit edit source]
treaty is agreed upon, the quest is complete. Arnguerière summarizes the terms of the contract, including the new Jarls appointed due to the exchange disputing. If Dragonbourne joins and the consensus is beneficial or neutral, their chief negotiator (Tullius or Wolferick) will praise Dragonborne's efforts and reward them with leveled weapons. After the peace agreement between
the two sides has been completed, the Civil War quest will be suspended until it is fully completed. If Dragonbourne has freed Falcress from the quest line of The Liberation of Skyrim, where the next target is to liberate the reach of Stormcloquet with Stormcloquet, the goal of unleashing reach can be completed after the season's end. If Dragonbone has a bounty on Windhelm or
Solitude, you won't be able to complete the Liberation Quest. If Dragonbone decides to take sides with the Legion and trade the reach of The Rift, he will skip the convincing tribute to the Civil War quest. Journal [Editing Source] Season Endless – MQ302 ID Journal Entry 10 Whiterun Jarl won't help capture a dragon that has raged in civil war. If we can hold the Gracie to the
Peace Council, we can persuade the Empire and the Stormcloak to agree to the armistice agreement in order to defeat aldoin, which poses a threat to both sides in the civil war. Goal 10: Arnargir 15 Whiterun's Giles won't help catch dragons as long as the Civil War is intense. Arnaire agreed to hold a peace council in High Rogar. In order to defeat al-Duine, a threat to both sides
in the civil war, the Empire and the Stormclaw must persuade them to agree to the truce. Goal 20: General Tullius Goal On 30: Wolfe's Stormcloke Talk on 40 Goals 40: Arnagueer 55 Goals 50: Take Your Seat 60 Goals 60: Truce Negotiations Whiterun's Jarl won't help catch a dragon as long as the civil war is raging. Arnaire agreed to hold a peace council in High Rogar. With the
help of Esbern, I persuaded General Tullius and General Wolfrik Stormclook to agree to a truce in order to defeat aldoin, a threat to both sides in the civil war. 310 350 [Edit | Edit Source] Announcement: These conversations are from the Creation Kit. A large portion of the conversation is not included in the final game. Show: Blade Entry Delphine: So. Arnegir,? You know why
we're here. You're not going to let us in or not? Arnegeir: I wasn't invited here. Don't welcome here. Delphine: We, like all of you, have the right to be in this council. More, in fact, because we are the ones who put Dragon Bone in this path. Arnegeir: I know how you set her up. And now the wisdom of Paarthurnax is lost to us, when we need it most. Arnegeir: I know how you set
him up. And now the wisdom of Paarthurnax is lost to us, when we need it most. Arnegeir: We know how you set her up. But she made a different choice. Paathenax is still safe from your evil. Arnegue: We know how you set him up. But he had a different choice. Paathenax is still safe from your evil. Arnegeir: Were you? The hervey of blades truly does not know the boundaries.
Delphine: She did what she had to do. The deadline has passed. My only regret is that I can't kill himself. Delphine: He did what he had to do. The deadline has passed. My only regret is that I can't kill himself. Delphine: Now. As you know, the memory of the blade is long. Delphine: Now. As you know, the memory of the blade is long. Delphine: If it's up to you, Dragonbourne will
do nothing and sit on this mountain dreaming! Eston: Delphine, we're not here to practice old grudges. Problems at hand are urgent. Alduin must stop. If i didn't agree, I wouldn't have called this council. We know a lot about the situation and the threats that Alduin poses to all of us. If we want this council to succeed, we need it here. Arnegue: Very well. Show: The Start of Council
Arngueir: You can start by taking your seat. We all wait for you, Dragon Bone. Please, take a seat so we can start. Now that everyone is here, take your seat so we can get started. I wish we all come here in the spirit of ... Wolfrick Stormclok: No. You brought her to this negotiation and insulted us? Your senior Tarros Hunter? Regate Ricke: It didn't take long. Bigner Gray-Gal: Yes!
Galmar Stone First: Listen, listen! Zaul Balgloop bigger: diplomacy as usual. Ellenwen: I have the right to do this negotiation. I must make sure that I do not agree with anything here that violates the terms of the White Gold Concorda. General Tulius: She is part of the Empire. I cannot direct the person who brings me to this council. Arnegeir: Please. If we have to negotiate the
terms of the negotiations, we will go nowhere. Perhaps it will be a good time to get Dragonbone's opinion on this issue. Galmar Stone First: You are weak. The sooner you realize it, the sooner we can see your back. Wolfrick Stormclok: Peace, Galmar. Show: Ellenwen leaves Ellenwen: Very well, Wolfrick. Enjoy your minor wins. Talor will be treated as a certain government rule.
We will not think of interfering with your civil war. Galmar Stone Fist: Ha! Skyrim will never give in to Talmor! Unlike friends here in the Empire. Regate Rickke: I'm lucky to respect The Greybeard Council, Galmar! General Tulius: Regate. We represent the emperor here. Regate Ricke: Sorry, Sir. It won't happen again. Show: Ellenwen keeps Galmar Stone First: We Walk, Then.
Wolfrick Stormclok: No. We're going to stay. We have respect for Dragonbone and Greybeard hosts. But she can't observe anymore. We will not negotiate with her, that's clear? Ellenwen: Wolfrick, why is it so hostile? After all, it's not hair loss that burns the farm and kills the son. Regate Ricke: Should she be with us? Wolfrik Stormclok: You know exactly... Lol this time it's not.
Show: The Beginning of the Commission, The Power of The Empire: Now Settled, Can We Proceed? General Tulius: A moment. Galmar Stone Fist: Here we go. General Tulius: I want to make it clear that the only reason I agree to attend this council is to deal with the threat of dragons. General Tulius: When the rebels lose the war so clearly, we don't have to negotiate. General
Tulius: If Wolfriq is not ready to sue for peace and turn himself into imperial justice, he has no authority to negotiate a permanent agreement. Wolfrick Stormclok: Master Arnege, i'll keep him... General Tulius: We're here to arrange a temporary truce for Dragonbone to deal with dragons. Nothing more. General Tulius: You should be pleased enough to have the opportunity to lick
your wounds at this point in the war. General Tulius: We even consider sitting to talk generously with these rebels. Wolfrick Stormclok: Plenty of posture, Tullius. If you've been talking, let's start with it. General Tulius: It's okay. Let's overcome this. Show: The Start of the Committee, Stormcloc Power Arbor: Now Settled, Can We Proceed? Wolfrick Stormclaw: I have something to
say first. Regate Rickke: Here we go. Wolfrik Stormclok: The only reason i agreed to attend this council was to deal with the dragon threat. Wolfrik Stormclok: We're not interested in negotiating with the empire. It's only a matter of time before you get kicked out of the Skyrim. Wolfrik Stormcloc: If the Empire is not finally there, there's nothing to talk about. Abandon the unjust claim
to rule the free people of Skyrim. Regate Ricke: I knew he couldn't resist. Wolfrick Stormclaw: We're here to prepare for a temporary truce for Dragonbone to deal with dragons. Nothing more. Wolfrik Stormclok: You should be pleased enough to have the opportunity to lick your wounds at this point in the war. Wolferik Stormcloc: I think even talking to the Empire is a generous
gesture. General Tulius: Is it over? Did you come here to give a speech? Or can you do business? Wolfrick Stormcloc: Yes, let's overcome this. Show: Stormcloc demand - Markars Arnargeir: Are we ready to go? General Tulius. Zaulfrick. This council is unprecedented. We are gathered here at the request of Dragon Vaughn. I ask all of you to respect the spirit of High Rogar and
do your best to begin the process of lasting peace in Skyrim. Who wants to open a deal? Wolfrick Stormclaw: Yes, let's go down. We want control of Marquards. This is our price for agreeing to the armistice agreement. Elisf Fair: So why are you here, Wolfrick? Do you dare to insult Graybeard using this committee to advance your own position? General Tulius: Giles Elisif, I'm
going to take care of it. Elisif Fair: General, this is absurd! We can't take this demand seriously! I thought we were here to discuss the truce! General Tulius: Elisif! I said I would handle it. Wolfrik, you can't seriously expect us to give up Markar at the negotiating table. You hope to get from Congress that you couldn't take on the battle, is it? Wolfrik Stormclaw: We took it before.
Anyway, we're asking what we'll be up to. Arnegue: I'm sure Zaflich doesn't expect anything. Regate Ricke: Yes, that's totally out of character. Arnege: What does the Empire want in return? Elisif Fair: Wait a minute. In general, you just have no intention of handing it over to Marcas... Renegade! Zaul Balgloop Bigger: Is this how the Empire repays us for our loyalty? Vignar Gray-
Gal: You have lost the trust of the people of Skyrim, Elisif. When the war started, we had the opportunity to make the right choice. General Tulius: Enough! First, let's be clear. This council was not my idea. I think it's a waste of time. You are a traitor of the empire and deserve the death of a traitor. But I will at least negotiate in good faith. Show: Empire Demand - Rifsen Arbor: Are
we ready to go? General Tulius. Zaulfrick. This council is unprecedented. We are gathered here at the request of Dragon Vaughn. I ask all of you to respect the spirit of High Rogar and do your best to begin the process of lasting peace in Skyrim. Who wants to open a deal? General Tullius: Our terminology is simple. Liften must return to imperial rule. This is our price. Galmar
Stone Fist: Tile, These Stones! You're in a position to dictate the term to us, Tulius! Bigner Gray-Gal: Elisf, is it really going to be this stupid party? Do you think Wolfrik will overturn Lipten because some imperial generals bark in order? Wolfique Stormclok: That's a pretty open demand, Tulius. Galmar Stone Fist/Vigner Gray-Gal: Wolfrick, can't take this demand seriously? We can
hold Riiften against everything the Empire can throw. Galmar Stone Fist/Vigner Grey-Gala: Besides, Jarryd Lyla will never agree... Wolfrick Stormclok: Galmar/Vigner. We will do everything I decide for the best interests of Skyrim. Are we clear? Galmar Stone Fist/Vigner Gray-Gal: Yes, my Lord. Wolfique Stormcloc: Come on, Tulius, you can't seriously expect us to hand Lipten out
of the negotiating table. You can't take it back yet. Why give up now? Arnegeir: I'm sure General Tullius doesn't expect anything. Galmar Stone Fist: Of course! What will you offer for Lipten, Tulius? Some empty promises? Maybe a little more imperial blister? Wolfrick Stormclok: Enough, Galmar. Arnargeir: Zaullik, what would you want in return? Wolfrick Stormclaw: First, let me be
clear. Skyrim's sons know that talking to the Empire in a bitter experience is a waste of time, or worse. Empire's promise is simply a way to lull you while they prepare a dagger for your back. Galmar Stone Fist: Oh! We have not forgotten Marcart, Tulius! Wolferick Stormcloc: But I have accepted dragonbone's invitation to this council and will at least negotiate in good faith. Show:
Marcart was given to Stormcloks Wolfrick Stormcloc: Dragonbone said it was Tulius. Marcas is ours. Now we will see anything behind your story of good will. General Tulius: Dragonbone was more expected. You have sworn to serve the emperor. Don't forget. General Tulius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. You did your best to have a bad situation. General Tulius: You disappoint
me, Dragonborn. I accepted your invitation to this council despite the rebels and known associations. But I don't seem to have the intention to be fair with me. General Tulius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. You have treated us fairly despite your known rebel sympathy. General Tulius: You disappoint me, Dragonborn. I accepted your invitation to trust in your good name. But i think
i prefer Wolfrick. General Tulius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. You did your best to have a bad situation. General Tulius: You can see that this is not a negotiation right now. General Tulius: But I can tell now that this is not a negotiation at all. General Tulius: I know you, Wolfrick. If I hand it over to Marcart, you will be prepared for new demands. General Tulius: You're losing this.
And you know it. General Tulius: You won't be able to defeat the Empire, and you know it. But you will be willing to sacrifice thousands for your own selfish ambitions. General Tulius: Soon I'll be back under the axe in my head, and this time I'll have no dragon to save you. Wolferick Stormclaw: As always, the empire's great words are worth nothing! Show: Rifsen was given to
Imperial General Tulius: You heard him, Wolfrick. General Tulius: I heard what she said, Wolfrick. General Tullius: Markars was off the table. Your rabble is on the verge of defeat. We don't have to pay that price. General Tulius: We made a fair offer to you. Are you serious about these talks, or are you just taking a stance? Wolfrick Stormclaw: I have better expectations for
Dragonbone. I came here in good faith, despite the compassion of the empire you are known for. Wolfrick Stormclok: It's not what Dragonbourne expected. You treat us with respect despite the compassion of a known empire. Wolfrick Stormclaw: You did the best you could, brother. But I learned how this empire is the most difficult way to deal with it best at the point of sword.
Wolfrik Stormclaw: You did the best you could, Sister. But I learned how this empire is the most difficult way to deal with it best at the point of sword. Wolfrick Stormclaw: Think hard about your loyalty, brother. I expect better from you. Wolfrik Stormclaw: Think hard about your loyalty, your sisters. I expect better from you. Wolfrick Stormclaw: You did the best you could,
Dragonborn. But I learned how this empire is the most difficult way to deal with it best at the point of sword. Wolfrick Stormclaw: I have better expectations for Dragonbone. I came here in good faith, and now I seem to be helping the empire in every way. Wolfrick Stormcloc: General Tullius, now you know Galmar was right. Talking to the Empire is more useless than ever. Wolfique
Stormclok: If you think this war has almost won, you won't be as fooled as the emperor when he takes away our freedom from Talmor. You can trample your feet but we will rise again! Wolfique Stormclok: If you think you can catch Marcars, you won't be as fooled as the emperor when he takes away our freedom from Talmor. Wolfrik Stormclok: If we thought we were going to hand
over The Rifsen, we wouldn't be as fooled as the emperor when he took away our freedom from Talmor. Wolfrik Stormclaw: Skyrim will never succumb to your false empire again! Let's go, Galmar. You should have listened to you in the first place. Show: Marcars remains general of the Tullius Empire: I heard the man, Wolfrick. General Tulius: I heard what she said, Wolfrick.
General Tulius: We reclaim Liften. Now we can see if there is anything behind your good words. Wolfrick Stormclaw: I have better expectations for Dragonbone. I came here in good faith, despite the compassion of the empire you are known for. Wolfrick Stormclok: You're yours. From what I expected, Dragonbone. You treat us with respect despite the compassion of a known
empire. Wolfrick Stormclaw: You did the best you could, brother. But I learned how this empire is the most difficult way to deal with it best at the point of sword. Wolfrik Stormclaw: You did the best you could, Sister. But I learned how this empire is the most difficult way to deal with it best at the point of sword. Wolfrick Stormclaw: Think hard about your loyalty, brother. I expect
better from you. Wolfrik Stormclaw: Think hard about your loyalty, your sisters. I expect better from you. Wolfrick Stormclaw: You did the best you could, Dragonborn. But I learned how this empire is the most difficult way to deal with it best at the point of sword. Wolfrick Stormclaw: I have better expectations for Dragonbone. I came here in good faith, and now I seem to be helping
the empire in every way. Wolfrick Stormclok: I know how this works, Tullius. I learned that the value of the empire promised a difficult way. Never again. Wolfrik Stormclaw: You're losing this war, and you know it. Wolfrik Stormclok: If we thought we were going to hand over The Rifsen, we wouldn't be as fooled as the emperor when he took away our freedom from Talmor. Wolfrik
Stormclaw: Skyrim will never succumb to your false empire again! Let's go, Galmar. You should have listened to you in the first place. General Tulius: Winning a few battles is worse than diplomacy if you mean winning the war. General Tulius: You're always an idiot, Wolfrick. You're not better at diplomacy than being on the battlefield. Show: Liften remains stormclaw Wolfrick
Stormclaw: I heard the man, Tulius. Wolfrick Stormclok: I heard what she said, Tulius. Wolferick Stormcloc: Lipten is off the table. The Empire has few toes left in the Skyrim. We don't have to pay such a high price for this truce. Wolfique Stormclaw: We made a fair offer to you. If you're really serious about this truce, you need to think again. General Tulius: Dragonbone was more
expected. You have sworn to serve the emperor. Don't forget. General Tulius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. You did your best to have a bad situation. General Tulius: You disappoint me, Dragonborn. I accepted your invitation to this council despite the rebels and known associations. But I don't seem to have the intention to be fair with me. General Tulius: I don't blame you,
Dragonborn. You have treated us fairly despite your known rebel sympathy. General Tulius: You disappoint me, Dragonborn. I accepted your invitation to trust in your good name. But i think i prefer Wolfrick. General Tulius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. You did your best to have a bad situation. General Tulius: You can see that this is not a negotiation right now. General Tulius:
But I can tell now that this is not a negotiation at all. General Tulius: I You, Wolfrick. You have no intention of coming to terms. You come here to blacken the name of the empire, and I will not be a party to it. General Tulius: You might think this war was almost a victory. You are wrong. I am only fighting you with a handful of troops. If the emperor is convinced of the need, you can
see all the power of the Imperial Legion. General Tulius: If you think you can catch Riften, you're not fooled as you always do. General Tulius: Soon I'll be back under the axe in my head, and this time I'll have no dragon to save you. Wolferick Stormclaw: As always, the empire's great words are worth nothing! Show: Esvern interrupts Esvern: Stop! Are you so blind to our dangers
that you will not see past your petty inconsistencies? Here you sit arguing about ... Nothing! While the fate of the earth is balanced! Wolfique Stormclok: Is he with you, Delphine? If so, I advise him to look at his tongue. Delphine: He's with me. And I advise both of you to hear what he says, before any rash. Esburn: Don't understand the danger? Don't understand what Dragon's
Return means? Aldoin is back! World eaters! Even now, he devours the soul of your fallen comrades! He grew more powerful with all the soldiers killed in your pointless war! Can't we set aside hatred in a moment in the face of this mortal danger? Ellenwen: It's a pretty speech, but what to do... General Tulius: That's enough for you. Wolfrick Stormclok:. General Tulius: I don't know
about the end of the world, but this dragon situation is out of hand. If this truce here helps Dragon Bone put an end to that threat, we can both get it. Remember Wolfrick. Wolfrick Stormclok: If you're right about Aldoin... Remember, Tulius, we both have a lot to lose here. Show: Reward, Imperial Tullius: Now, go back to the problem in your hand. General Tulius: I think that's the
fairest deal we're likely getting. General Tulius: If we don't get Lipten, we need to give us something. General Tulius: We know that this term cannot be handed over to Marcart. General Tulius: You know I can't agree with this term. The emperor will deny this treaty and I will be summoned. General Tulius: Don't hand over a glass of lamb's omi and call it Colobian Brandy. These
terms are still not allowed. General Tulius: Come on, Wolfrick. You need to provide some land here. Dragons are a threat to all of us. Galmar Stone Fist: Shohr's Bones, Where Does This Demand End? Galmar Stone Fist: Imperial Arrogance! Galmar Stone Fist: Would you like to see what you're talking to them? Wolfrik Stormclaw: I'm listening. Wolfrick Stormclaw: Let's listen.
Wolfrick Stormclaw: Get out of it. General We want compensation for slaughter on The Boridak Farm. General Tulius: We want compensation for the Riverwood Massacre. General Tulius: We want compensation for the Lorickstead Massacre. General Tulius: We want compensation for the Cartwasten massacre. General Tulius: We want compensation for the Old Hroldan
massacre. General Tulius: Want compensation for the massacre at the Kolskeger Mine. General Tulius: We want compensation for the Stone Hills massacre. General Tulius: We want compensation for slaughter on frost river farms. General Tullius: I want to reward the massacre on Granite Hill. General Tulius: We want compensation for the massacre at the Banmun factory.
General Tulius: We want compensation for the Helgarchen Massacre. General Tullius: Want to reward the massacre at Anga's factory. General Tulius: We want compensation for the massacre at The Lolius Farm. General Tulius: I want compensation for the massacre at the Whistling Mine. General Tulius: We want compensation for the Ibarstead massacre. General Tulius: We
want compensation for the slaughter of shoir stones. General Tulius: Want compensation for the massacre at Hartwood Mill. General Tulius: We want compensation for the massacre at Saretti Farm. General Tulius: We want Zaalmark again, and Idrad Ravenkron wants to be restored to Xylo. General Tullius: Withdraw from Falcreas and allow Sidre to regain his rightful position as
Giles. General Tulius: We want the pale to return to imperial rule. Elder Scald, a traitor, will be replaced by a more loyal candidate. General Tulius: We want to remove Kraldar as The Jarl of Winterhold, and that the empire candidate sits in his place. General Tulius: Don't worry. I can tell you that this is the best term we can get from this committee. So you can do it. The empire puts
a greater line than our own interests, at least. Show: Dragonborn's Decision, Empire Demands Minor Keeping Wolfrik Stormcloc: If I Don't Give To You, Why Would I Do It? Wolfrik Stormclok: Next Tullius? Will you hand over all the skyrims? General Tulius: I'm willing to allow Dragonbone to determine the fairness of my request. General Tulius: I think Dragonbone has no choice
but to make a decision. Although I started to doubt your fairness. Show: Reward, Stormcloc Wolfrick Stormcloc: Now, go back to the problem in your hand. Wolfrick Stormclok: I think that's the fairest deal we can get. Wolfique Stormclok: If we don't get Marcares, we have to give us something. Wolfrick Stormcloc: We know you can't hand over leaften for this term. Wolfrik
Stormclok: Don't hand over a glass of oyu from sheep and call it Mead. These terms are still not allowed. Wolfrik Stormclok: This term is unacceptable. You know it. Wolfrick Co., Ltd. Come on, Tulius. You need to provide some land here. Dragons are a threat to all of us. General Tulius: I'm sure you're in mind. General Tulius: I'm listening. General Tulius: Let's listen. Galmar
Stone Fist: Damn right. Galmar Stone Fist: Don't be stupid, Tulius! Galmar Stone Fist: Tell him, Wolfrick. Wolfrick Stormclaw: We want compensation for slaughter on Borisak farm. Wolfrick Stormclok: We want compensation for the Riverwood Massacre. Wolfrick Stormclaw: We want compensation for the Lorickstead massacre. Wolferik Stormclok: We want compensation for the
Cartwart massacre. Wolfrik Stormclok: We want compensation for the Old Ludan Massacre. Wolferick Stormclok: I want compensation for the massacre at the Kolskeger mine. Wolfrick Stormclaw: I want compensation for the Stone Hills massacre. Wolfrik Stormclaw: We want compensation for slaughter on Frost River farm. Wolfrik Stormclok: We want compensation for slaughter
on granite hills. Wolferick Stormclok: We want compensation for the slaughter in Vandal Mill. Wolfrik Stormclok: We want compensation for the Helgarchen Massacre. Wolfrik Stormclok: Want slaying slayings at Anga's factory. Wolferick Stormclok: We want compensation for slaughter on The Laus Farm. Wolferick Stormclaw: He wants compensation for massacres at whistling
mines. Wolfrik Stormclaw: We want compensation for the Ibarstead Massacre. Wolfrick Stormclok: We want compensation for the massacre at Shohr's Stone. Wolfrick Stormclaw: He wants compensation for slaughter at Hartwood Mill. Wolfrik Stormclok: We want compensation for slaughter on Sareti Farm. Wolfrik Stormclaw: You surrender zaalmark to us, and take Idgroid
Ravenkron with you. Sound Builder is acquired by Natal Jarl. Wolferik Stormcloc: Surrender To Us. Sidgehr retires, and Sturn's Denger resumes his work. Wolfrick Stormclaw: Step back from the pale and allow the elder's Cald to return to The Dawn Star. Wolferick Stormclaw: We want the Imperial forces to withdraw from Winterhold and allow Jaryl Kraldar to return from exile.
Wolfrik Stormclaw: Bar! This is a waste of time. I can see that we can not get better conditions from this committee. So you can do it. Skyrim's sons put a greater line on it, at least in our own interests. Show: MDragonborn's decision, Stormclok held a trivial plain Tullius asking: What will I give you, if I do not give Marcars? General Tulius: Where does this demand stop, Wolfrick? Do
you expect me to surrender all of skyforests? Wolfrick Stormclok: I'm willing to let Dragonbone judge the fairness of my request. Wolfrick Stormclok: I think Dragonbone has to decide. Although I started to doubt your fairness. Show: Imperial Village Raid Rikke: You slaughter the very people you claim you're fighting! The true sons of Skyrim will not do that. Galmar Stone Fist:
Cursed Empire Lies! My man would never bend in such a way, even in retaliation for your slaughter... Wolfrick Stormclaw: This is our hometown, Tulius. All the blood poured out of this war is in your head. General Tulius: Once you've actually paid for your crime. General Tulius: Once again, the Empire is blamed for the crimes of others. Show: Stormcloke village raided
Galmarstone fist: You slaughtered them - girls, children! Butcher! Regate Rickke: That's a lie! My Legion is disciplined, unlike yours... General Tulius: Don't you expect compensation whenever a farm catches fire in a war that started? Wolfrick Stormclok: Listen to that, Tulius? The blood of the innocent swelled. Wolfrik Stormclaw: So the empire runs roughly over the skyrim as
usual. Shaw: Ending Arbor: We seem to have consent. Jafflick... General Tulius ... Here are the terms in the current table: Arnargeir: Marcars is allied with the Empire under the authority of Jarryd Ignat. Arernger: Lipden is allied with The Stormclok Squad under the authority of Zaila Lo-Zipper. Arnargeir: Markars will be handed over to Wolfric's army. Giles Igmund will step down,
and The Sunler Silver Blood will be Marcart's Giles. Arnegeir: Riifsen will take over the empire's dominance. With Jayla Lo-Scherback stepping down, Maven Black Brier will be The Liften's Sleeper. Arnegeir: The Stormcloks withdraw from their reach, allowing Giles Igmund to return to Markars. Arernger: Stormcloks will withdraw from the rift, preventing the Imperial army from
being disturbed. With Jayla Lo-Scherback stepping down, Maven Black Brier will be The Liften's Sleeper. Arnegeir: The Empire will withdraw its troops out of reach, preventing Wolferik's forces from being disturbed by Marcart. Giles Igmund will be in exile, and The Sunler Silver Blood will take over as Marcart's Jarl. Arnargeir: The Empire will withdraw its troops from the Rift,
allowing the return of Jaril Lyla Lo-Ziber. Arnegeir: Wolferick will withdraw his troops from Jayalmark, allowing Giles Idría Ravenkron to return to Motal. Arnargeir: Wolferick will withdraw his troops from Falcrea, allowing Giles Siguere to return. Arnargeir: Wolfrick will push the forces of the Empire into a pale force. The elder will be expelled, and Brina Merris will be in charge of the
Giles. Arnargeir: Wolfrick will allow the Imperial Army to enter Winterhold. Korir will replace Kraldar with Jal. Arnargeir: The Empire will allow Wolfe's army to enter Zaalmark. Eidgrad Ravencron will be exiled, and the Sound Builder will replace her with Jarl. Arnegeir: The Empire will allow Wolfe's army to enter. Giles Sidr will step down, and Sturn's Denger will take over. Arnegeir:
The Empire will withdraw its troops from the pale army, allowing the elder's Cald to return from exile. Arnegeir: The Empire will withdraw its troops from Winterhold, allowing Zaul Corrierto to return from exile. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay a reasonable reward for the slaughter in Vandal Mill. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Helgarchen Massacre.
Arnegeir: The Empire will pay a reasonable reward for the massacre at The Factory of Anga. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay the appropriate compensation for the slaughter on The Lorreius Farm. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay the appropriate compensation for the massacre at the Whistling Mine. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Ibarstead Massacre.
Arnegeir: The Empire will pay a reasonable reward for the slaughter from the stone of shoir. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay the appropriate compensation for the Hartwood Massacre. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay the proper compensation for the slaughter on The Saretti Farm. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the slaughter on the Boridark Farm. Arnegeir:
The Empire will pay the appropriate compensation for the Riverwood Massacre. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Lorickstead Massacre. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay the appropriate compensation for the Cartwasten Massacre. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay the appropriate compensation for the Old Laroldan Massacre. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay a
reasonable reward for the massacre at the Kolskeger Mine. Arnegue: The Empire will pay the appropriate compensation for the Stone Hills Massacre. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the slaughter on the Frost River farm. Arnegeir: The Empire will pay the appropriate reward for the massacre on Granite Hill. Arnegeir: Stormcloks will pay the appropriate
compensation for the slaughter on the Boridak farm. Arnegeir: Stormcloke will pay the appropriate compensation for the Riverwood Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormclaw will pay the appropriate compensation for the Lorickstead Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormclaw will make a reasonable reward for the Karswasten Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormclaw will reward the Old Hroldan Massacre.
Arernger: Stormclaw will pay the appropriate compensation for the massacre at the Kolskeger mine. Arnegeir: Stormclaw will pay the right compensation for the Stone Hills Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormcloks will pay the appropriate compensation for the slaughter on the Surrey River farm. Arnaire: Stormcloks will pay the appropriate reward for slaughter on Granite Hill. Arnegeir:
Stormclox will pay a reasonable reward for the slaughter at Vandal Mill. Arnegeir: Stormcloks Appropriate compensation for the Helgarchen Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormcloks will pay the appropriate compensation for the massacre at The Anga Factory. Arnegeir: Stormclokes will pay the appropriate compensation for the slaughter at The Lorreius Farm. Arnegeir: Stormclaw will
make appropriate compensation for the massacre at the Whistling Mine. Arnegeir: Stormcloks will pay the appropriate compensation for the Ibarstead Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormcloks will pay the appropriate compensation for the Ibarstead Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormclaw will pay a reasonable reward for the slaughter from Shohr's Stone. Arnegeir: Stormcloks will pay the
appropriate compensation for the Hartwood Massacre. Arnegeir: Stormclaw will pay the proper compensation for the slaughter at Saretti Farm. Arnargeir: Stormcloks will withdraw from Hjalmark, while Eidgrad Ravenkron will resume his sleep. Arnegeir: Polcrea will return under imperial rule under the authority of Giles Sijir. Arnegeir: The pale man will be handed over to the
empire. Brina Merris will take on the role of self-help at Dawn Star. Arnegeir: Winterhold will be handed over to the Empire, but the university itself will maintain its traditional neutrality. Arnargeir: Jayalmark will be handed over to Ulprik, and sound builders will assume the first sleazy. Arnargeir: Falcreas will be handed over to Ulpri, while Stuyre's Dengir will return to Zaul.
Arnargeir: Imperial forces will be able to withdraw from the pale, and the elder Giles Scald will be able to return to the Dawn Star. Arnargeir: The Imperial Army will withdraw from Winterhold, and Kraldar will return to Good. Arnege: Both agree on this? Wolfrick Stormclaw: Don't agree with the terms that blatantly favor the Empire. But I have no choice in this situation. But if Aldoin is
defeated - it will be the turn of the empire. Remember - Evgir Unslaad. Wolfrik Stormclok: The Sons of Skyrim will meet their contract. Wolfrik Stormclok: You must rejoice, Elisif. You've done well for yourself as an empire pet Jarl. But beware - the loyalty of the empire is capricious. They will be tired of this war, and I will be the one who directs you. Wolfrick Stormclaw: How about
Elysif? Are these terms to your liking? Raise your voice. I'm sure General Tulius is waiting for a bid. Elisif Fair: I have nothing to say to the killer. In general, skyrim has proven to be a good friend. I continue to believe that you will do your best to protect our interests. General Tulius: Thanks, Giles Elisif. Thank you for your loyalty. General Tulius: These terms explicitly favor the
rebels. Everyone here knows it. But the Empire will accept them until the threat of dragons is dealt with. General Tulius: The Empire can live with these terms. For Armistice until the dragon threat is dealt with. General Tulius: After that, Wolfrik... There will be calculations. Rely on it. Show: The Result of the Empire Wolfiek Stormclaw: Come on, Galmar. He said there was a lot of
work to be done. Jarl Balgruuf vs.: This is quite an accomplishment, Dragonbone. And general Tullius. Riften is us! Zaul Balgloop Bigger: Abandoning Marcart is a heavy price for this truce, Dragonborn. I hope it was worth it. Jarl Balgruuf bigger: I admit, I didn't really expect you to be ready for a truce. It is very fulfilling to let Wolfrick agree on anything. Arnargeir: Do you think you
are familiar with Zaul Baalgrup's plans for Dragonborn? Jarl Balgruuf: Yes, I'm ready to do my part. Just saying the word, my men will help you put this trap in. Arnegeir: But the difficulty remains - how to lure dragons to Dragonreache? General Tulius: Well, that's a great question. You have not overlooked those little details, you? Esburn: Oh, I believe I can help here. Show:
Stormcloc results Tullius: Regate, with me. He said there was a lot of work to be done. Vignar Gray-Gal: This is quite an accomplishment, Dragonbone. And Zaul Wolfrick. Markars is ours! Vignar Gray-Gal: Abandoning Liften is a cost to pay for this truce, Dragonbone. I hope it was worth it. Vigner Gray-Gal: I admit that I didn't really expect this talks to succeed. It is a very
accomplishment to make an empire agree on anything. Arnargeir: Zaul Vinar, do you think you are familiar with Dragonborn's plans? Vigner Gray-Gal: Yes, I'm ready to do my part. Just saying the word, my men will help you put this trap in. Arnegeir: But the difficulty remains - how to lure dragons to Dragonreache? Wolferick Stormclok: By Tarros, that's a great question. I hope you
don't forget those little details? Esburn: Oh, I believe I can help here. Show: Switching sides, Imperial Galmar Stone Fist: For what it's worth, I'm sorry to see you go. You fought well for us. General Tulius: Don't listen to him. Wolfrick had been lying about himself for a long time, and he actually began to believe them. Show: Switching side, Stormcloc Regate Ricke: I'm sorry. Good
luck. Wolfrick Stormclok: Don't pay attention to him. Like most imperial generals, it's a windbag to ponder. Quiz [editing source] Faaderax will influence the conversation between Delphine, Esbern and Arnargir during Blade's request to attend the negotiations, regardless of whether they were killed. Evgiir Unslaad, or Seasonal Endless, is an ancient Nordic war term. This is
revealed in a conversation with Arberger, which further reflects his opposition to war and pessimism about the usefulness of the peace agreement. Wolferick Stormcloke suggests he already knows Delphine before the season's untimely events. Listening to Esvern, Ask Delphine if Esvern is with her and mention her by name. There is no conversation while the two suggest that they
meet for the first time in High Rossi. Combining a double casting frenzy and quiet casting in Congress can cause havoc, causing you to fight against each other. Nevertheless, neither side of the conflict will be hostile to the other side or end parliament. Ellenwen will not respond in any way to the presence of Delphine or Esbern, even though it is a priority goal for Alfaro. She also
speaks along the lines of knowing exactly who they are and remembering them from embassy penetration, and you will have some threatening conversations about Dragon Bone. From a purely diplomatic standpoint, the best outcome of the negotiation is to get one major and one minor hold for trading only one major hold. The price for this is to agree to the other party's request
for Ellenwen (e.g. sending her away in the case of the Imperial and Dragon Bone side). While the chief negotiator announces that the terms of the treaty clearly favor the other party, he will quietly acknowledge that Dragonbone has done well and will reward the item. Dragonborn can come back from a conversation when Wolfrick and Tulius talk to them. Also, they can say they are



not interested in politics. If this is done on both sides, Markars will be captured by Stormclaw, and The Riftn is taken by the Empire. At the conclusion of the armistice, Arngière will tell him to step down, and he will act as if the affected Jarls were willing to accept the terms, and will be expelled by Windlement or Solitude, depending on which side of the war they supported. This
quest will be skipped if the Civil War quest has already been completed, regardless of who the Dragonbone is on. If you're the only city that hasn't taken windhelm or solitude yet, you can skip it. Bugs [Edit ] Edit Source: This section contains bugs related to the end of the season. Before you add a bug to this list, reload the old save to see if the bug still occurs. If the bug still
occurs, post the bug report with the appropriate system template 360/XB1, PS3/PS4, PC/MAC, NX, depending on the platform on which the bug occurred. Do not use descriptions and/or first-person anecdotes, although they should be explained when listing bugs and fixes: These discussions belong to the appropriate forum bulletin board. If Dragonbone has launched a quest to
join Stormclaw or Empire to display pc 360 PS3, it's impossible to continue the quest because there's no dialog box when talking to faction leaders, so you can't talk about it. A peace treaty in Gracie. This can be solved by repeatedly pressing the activation button when talking to Galmar or Wolferik. They will continue to say that missionary work is ongoing. Once you've completed
the Battle of White Run, you'll again have the option to talk to General Tullius and Wolfrick Stormclok. You can also talk to them when you return the jagged crown.  To talk with PC (modified) Wolfique, the console command SetStage MQ302 30 is already available after talking with regular Tulius.  To talk to Fix General Tulius, the console command SetStage MQ302 20 is
available after you've already talked to Wolfrick.  Joining one of the 360 PS3 factions and speaking to the leader immediately later will be resolved. Only related to General Tulius: Wolfrick instructs Dragonbone to talk to Galmar. Alternatively, if Dragonbone is running an outstanding initiation quest, you should be able to talk with the appropriate leaders when you complete them.
Once the jagged crown (for the Legion) has begun, Tullius will not be able to talk to Dragonbone and will instead join Regate Rickke. This can also happen with Wolfrick in the same quest, if you joinEd StormCloak. Sometimes at least one of the original guards on the exchanged hold will still be inside the main city, and the guards will attack the new occupants.  Pc 360 PS3
negotiators stop to say and if Dragon Bone can not say, they must quit their seats or it is impossible to continue the creation of a treaty.  After the PC (Fix) NPC sits at the table, the quest is completed using the setstage mq302 300. Talking to Esbern must continue the quest after that.  360 PS3 has the previous status of the season unplayed and can be reloaded to complete
previous save quests. After Dragonbone is in place, the meeting may not start. If you sit down and wait 24 hours for the game, the meeting begins. If it is still not triggered, all guests should sit in real time after 5-10 minutes. The meeting may be triggered when you leave High Ross and return again.  If your PC (edit) quest hasn't started yet, you can modify it by entering setstage
mq302 60 into the console.  If the console command above the PC (Fix) doesn't help, you can also disable Galmar or move closer to the seat via the console command (click him and then enter the movto player).  360 (modified) season endless and fallen quests are all selected, talk to Arngeir on the other side of the table, then finally walk and sit down, wait for a while, then
trigger the meeting.  This bug on the PC can occur if the quest to take care of the quest spark is on the stage where Viarmo is trying to recite a verse on Elisf, both rendered This quest with Flame can't be further developed. So far the best way to load from the previous save (before speaking to Tullius and Wolfrick / before giving a verse of the king to Viamo) completed the first
one without proceeding on the other.  The ps3 accomplishments in Civil War quests/trophies will be played out because of endless seasons to miss. If you get one or both of the fortresses that your preferred faction needs, Dragonbourne won't unlock achievements/trophies because you won't receive credit. This can be resolved by ensuring that the opposing faction can acquire all
of the fortresses, or by completing that part of the Civil War quest before the season begins.  PC Esbern may not say. Then disabling what makes him possible will wake him up. You can do this by opening the console, clicking on him, and then entering deactivation and activation. He may have to repeat every time he stops walking around his seat. Sometimes Whiterun Jarl
doesn't require this quest, and when solitude is captured, all stormclaw or all imperial cities, dragonbones can be captured, even if the war is not over yet.  The 360 PS3 Regate Rickke attacks Dragonbone for a number of crimes, including stealing horses from imperial camps. This can be solved by attacking her away from the negotiating room until she kneels (because she is
marked as mandatory, she cannot be killed), and then sprints into the room to quickly begin negotiations. The trick is not to allow others to see legate Rikke attack. If the Forged Conspiracy is not completed, markars surrender to Stormclaw will automatically be marked complete. However, the next quest, No One Escapes Cidhna Mine, will not appear on the quest screen.
Sometimes the season's unfinished season is not gracefully completed, which can result in quest stages to prevent Civil War Quest (ID CW) from participating properly. For example, the conference's characters can walk endlessly up and down the stairs just outside high logar without responding to Dragonbone and participating in quest conversations or events. If you use the
console to kill or force you back home, they simply return to the stairs and continue endless loops (even walking across every step of the skyrim). This can be resolved by making sure all finishing quest stages are completed correctly, especially with 300 steps.  The PC checks the status with Player.sqs MQ302 and activates the stage with set stage MQ302. As soon as the proper
steps begin, all remaining characters will begin a long walk back to their hometown and immediately interact with Dragonbone again. Season Endless triggers Stage 255 (CW) of the entire Civil War quest. &lt;/stage&gt;It is designed to prevent war during peace conferences. Once activated, this stage can be triggered by selecting the main dialogue option by forcibly withholding all
Civil War battle quests (excluding white-run battles). CW's Stage 256 should be triggered automatically when the hold is lifted to reactivate the war and the season end. However, if the quest is not gracefully completed, the Civil War may be permanently withheld.  Pc (edit) you can check this option through sqs CW and set stage fixed via CW 256.  In the case of PC, quest jagged
crowns (about Stormcloke), Dragonborn earlier delivered A Greybeard's message instead of handing over the jagged crown to Wolfrick, gmar can make it impossible for Him to continue without appearing in the meeting.  PC (Modified) This command can be modified to 0001B133, after which it can be used by the Mobile Player. Skyrim: Quest Skyrim: Main Quest *Revealed: Some
of the links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no additional cost to you, you will earn commissions if you click through Fandom and make a purchase. Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Intellectual.
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